PRACTICE MATTERS

How to write a great

‘About Me’ page
by Tracy Karkut-Law CHE

Tracy Karkut-Law graduated from the
Centre for Homeopathic Education in 2007
and practises in East London. She is a tutor
at the Southern College of Homeopathy and
offers mentoring courses for homeopaths
who want to build a thriving business. As
well as being a homeopath, she’s a mother
and a blues music DJ.

Building a website is, in so many ways, a labour
of love. Whether you work with a designer or go
it alone, it’s easy to get distracted by the look and
feel of your website and to delay creating content
for as long as possible. But your content is the key
to all your online marketing, and the more love
and care you put into it, the better it will work
for you.

I know, you’re a homeopath and
not a writer or a marketing expert.
Even so, there is a lot you can do
to make your website more effective and engaging. Let’s start at the
beginning.

Help them decide
The single thing that the internet
has given us over the last ten years
or so is more choice. We are all
now used to being able to choose
from a wide range of options,
as that is what Google offers us.
Think back to the last time you
searched on the internet with an
intention to buy. Did you just select
the top listed product or service?
Or did you look around?
When people are looking for a
homeopath, they primarily have
two questions in mind:
1. Can this person help me?
2. Do I want to work with them?
We can’t decide that for them.
What we can do, is make sure they
have enough information so they
can make the right choice.
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Be friendly and approachable
The main goal of your website is
to help your visitors connect with
you as soon as they arrive. The
best way you can do that is with
a great photo of yourself, in a
natural pose and setting, looking
directly at the camera and with
a big smile. A warm and friendly
photo will speak volumes. The
money you invest in a great portrait photographer is worth every
penny.

Show, not tell
Think about your own experiences
with websites. How often do you
feel that a website was really meant
for you? Not very often, probably. That’s because most business
owners try to persuade you that
you need what they have. They
write about how great they are or
how good their products are. They
want you to become a customer.
How does it make you feel? Does it
always make you want to buy from
them? Probably not.
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A mistake that you see on lots
of homeopathy websites is that
homeopathy is often the main focus
of the content on the ‘About Me’
page. Most homeopathy websites
focus on two things: the benefits
of homeopathy, plus evidence that
it works. Look at it this way. Your
prospective customer is on your site
because they already know they
want to find a homeopath. The
homeopathy information can still
be there. It just doesn’t need to be
on the front page. What you should
be doing now is helping them to
decide whether they want to choose
you. Here’s how to do that.

Be yourself
The ‘About Me’ page is one of the
most important pages on your website, and it can’t be an afterthought.
You really have to make it stand
out. For a remarkable ‘About Me’
page, all you have to do is present
your unique identity as a homeopath and share it with the world.
That sounds easy, but of course it’s

not easy at all. It takes time, and
several drafts, and ideally some
kind but honest feedback from a
couple of people you really trust.
To make your efforts more effective right from the start there are
three things you can do.
1. Use real words that your clients
would use.
2. Tell your own story.
3. Make it easy to read.

The ‘About Me’ page
is one of the most
important pages on
your website
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Building a website
is a labour of love

Let’s take each of these in turn.

Use everyday language
Using real words from everyday
language makes it easier for your
prospective clients to see themselves
working with you. Most of us are
used to writing in a formal or academic style but that doesn’t work
on websites.
Read your writing out loud,
and if it sounds stiff, you need
to change it until it flows more
naturally. Sure, it needs to be
polished and free of errors, but
it should always sound friendly
and real.

Tell your story
As humans, we love stories. People
love to know about you. Who you
are, how you came to homeopathy,
what else you’ve done. This gives
them more of an insight into your
personality. They’ll be delighted if
you have something in common,
but they won’t know if you don’t
tell them.
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Photos can tell stories just as much
as words. If you have a creative
photographer, this is an idea you can
explore together. By showing something of yourself, by showing your
personality, your background, your
interest, you can attract the right kind
of people for you.

Make it easy to read
Many people access the internet via
their mobile phone or tablet. You
need to bear this in mind when you’re
writing. If your sentences are too long
and unwieldy, they won’t get read.
Specifically, you should write shorter
sentences, and limit your paragraphs
to just 2 or 3 sentences. Web pages
need to be easy to skim and scan.
Sub-heads help your readers find the
part they’re looking for.

Other essentials
Make it easy for your visitors to
discover the other things they want
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to know about you:
• Location
• Hours
• Fees
• Contact.
Writing copy for those pages is
generally quite easy because it’s just
a matter of making a few decisions
and presenting the information
clearly. Keep it as simple as
possible. If it looks too complicated

Web pages need
to be easy to skim
and scan

it will confuse people. Keep working on it until it is super easy to
read and understand.

Summary
1. Have a great photo of yourself.
2. Use natural language.
3. Tell your story.
4. Make it easy to read.
5. Include essential information.
Thank you so much for reading!
Whether you already have an
‘About Me page’ or you’re just
about to create your first one,
I really hope this helps.
Please feel free to email me with
any questions at tracy@
homeopathywithtracy.co.uk.
You can also find me on
homeopathywithtracy.co.uk.
For fortnightly tips and strategies
for your homeopathy business,
join my email list at yourradiantbusiness.com.
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